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When
your
underwear
is in a
bundle,
creeping and crawling where it does
not belong, the discomfort can have a
significant impact on the quality of your
day. Hence, the quest for perfect-fitting
undergarments. Admittedly, even our
worst options today are far superior to
the loin cloths, corsets and wool union
suits our ancestors had to wear.

George D. AAunsing understood the
importance of comfort, and he initiated
a huge leap forward in the underwear
department during the late 1800s. Among
his numerous patents involving knitting,
sewing and crocheting machines, his
most famous involved an itchless wool
union suit and better-fitting undershirts
and underpants. The company he helped
found, which eventually became known
as AAunsingwear, was part of the fabric
of Minneapolis history for more than 100
years. Here's a brief "under-view" of
some of the more colorful swatches of
AAunsingwear history.
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"Don't Say
Underwear
— Say
Munsingwear"

In 1974 sales were $104

million. Men's and
boys' wear provided
57 percent of revenue,

women's apparel 37
percent, and the David
Clark subsidiary 6

percent. The men's

and boys' division had
grown about n percent

a year from 1968 to
1974. Munsingwear's

Grand Slam knit sport

shirt was estimated

to be the largest
selling golf shirt in the
world. The Vassarette
Division, on the other

hand, had lost ground.

A new generation of
women had abandoned

the foundations and
other garments worn

by their mothers and

grandmothers.

I

\e Munsing's Itchless Invention

In Munsing's day, warm undergarments were a
matter of survival, especially in frigid northern
climates. America's machine-knitted clothing
industry had already begun in 1832, and about
35 years later union suits were invented to
prevent cold drafts between tops and bottoms.
They were made from wool, which means
they were one big itch suit. Talk about a bad
underwear day.

Munsing, who at the time was a superintendent
at Rochester Knitting Works in New York, was
a prolific inventor. He figured out a way to plate
silk onto wool. As the patent described, the
fabric had the warmth of wool and " a soft but
smooth under surface that will not irritate the
flesh of the wearer."

This elegant solution was worthy of a business.
Munsing, along with two associates from MIT,
Frank H. Page and Edward O. Tuttle, founded
Northwestern Knitting Company in Minneapolis
in 1886. Munsing focused on the technical side,
and his two partners took the lead in running
the business ... nearly into the ground. You
would have thought people would beat down
the doors to get an itchless union suit. However,
the price was higher and customers wanted to
be assured that this newfangled fabric would be
as durable as the fabrics they were accustomed
to. After a slow start, once people experienced
the comfort of Munsing's union suits, the

company couldn't keep up with demand. Unable
to deliver the goods, they struggled to keep the
business alive.

In 1887, three well-known Minneapolis
businessmen - Charles A. Pillsbury (flour),
Clinton Morrison (banking) and Thomas Lowry
(transportation) - served on the board of directors
and purchased stock to infuse capital into the
company. Two key decisions kept the business
afloat: the company set up a distribution office in
New York and established temporary agreements
with textile subcontractors. The business was
still alive in 1894 when Munsing left to pursue
a career as an inventor. The other two founding
partners had also left the company by this time.

Northwestern Knitting
Company's Dirty Laundry
The garment industry, known for sweatshop-like
working conditions, was one of the top three
strike-prone industries in America from 1880
to!920. A local journalist and labor activist named
Eva McDonald Valesh ("Eva Gay") was tipped
off that the wages and employee treatment at
Northwestern Knitting Company would "make
better reading than anything she told yet."

Eva Gay uncovered and exposed harsh and unfair
management practices. This included supervisors
who stole from workers' lunches, banned
employees from talking while working, threatened
to paint the windows so workers couldn't look
outside and unfairly distributed pay-per-piece
work, which resulted in some women sitting
around unpaid for hours waiting for assignments.
Gay's expose was only the tip of the national
garment industry's iceberg of problems. For
example, 146 workers died and 71 were injured at
New York's Triangle Waist Company in 1911 when
a fire broke out and they couldn't escape because
management had locked exit doors to prevent
theft. Northwestern heeded the hints that bigger
problems were brewing, and they began to clean
up their image.

They also cleaned up some dirty employee
practices. In 1915, the company hired a detective
from the famous William J. Burns International
Detective Agency to uncover a theft problem,
which turned out to be a black market underwear



operation originating in the stockroom.
Male employees were wrapping union
suits around their waist to sneak them out
of the plant and sell them on the street.
While solving this mystery, the underwear
detective also watched for unionizing efforts,
loafing and other business inefficiencies.
When the sleuthhound wrapped up his five-
week investigation, the guilty black market
underwear thieves were arrested and sent to
jail. Mission accomplished.

Landmark Facility and Improved
Working Conditions
Northwestern built an impressive 650,000
square foot facility, consisting of five buildings
that covered an entire city block along
Glenwood and Lyndale Avenues. These were
the first reinforced concrete buildings in
Minneapolis. Construction began in 1904 and
took 11 years to complete. The factory was
filled with 1,600 sewing machines and almost
600 knitting machines, and it was a busy
place. By 1916, workers were manufacturing
86 styles of union suits for people of all
heights and weights, including a beer belly
version referred to as the "Milwaukee Front."
By the following year they were turning out
30,000 garments each day. Other than the
inherent hazards of working around machinery
and sharp needles, conditions were much
improved from earlier days. The facility
had better lighting and ventilation and was
publicized as "absolutely fireproof."

The company held one of the largest local business outings at the time when 3,000
employees and guests attended a picnic at Spring Park on Lake Minnetonka in 1916.
They sponsored team sports and a company orchestra that performed during lunch every
Thursday. In addition, they offered an in-house medical department providing free dental
and medical care, a kitchen that served nutritious meals, and free evening Americanization
classes for the more than 20 nationalities of Caucasian immigrant workers.

Munsingwear's Army of Women
After a 24-year hiatus, George Munsing returned in 1919 as a research specialist; he
worked another three years until his death. When he came back, the business changed its
name to the Munsingwear Company in his honor. By this time, Munsingwear employed
more than 3,000 workers, of which 85 percent were women, making it Minnesota's largest
employer of women. Many of these young women came from rural areas of the state and
lived in taoardinghouses, and the company provided a social service department to help
them adapt to life in the city.
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Many women in the plant worked a 54-hour
week to earn $40. When the call went out
to help with WWI relief, about 400 women
volunteered after hours to make thousands
of surgical dressings as part of the in-house
Red Cross Surgical Dressing Unit. What a
testament to the willingness many people of
that generation had to making sacrifices for the
greater good of the community.

Cutting Edge Underwear Design
and Advertising
Munsingwear played a leading role in the
revolution of undergarment design and
advertising. The book In the Mood for
Munsingwear by Susan Marks contains a large
assortment of the company's printed ads, the
first of which was innocent enough but quite
revolutionary for the time. Northwestern placed
an ad in an 1897 edition of The Ladies' Home
Journal for "The Munsing Plated Underwear,"
featuring a young girl in a union suit. It was the
first live model underwear ad in the nation.

Their earliest ads included the tagline, "Don't
say underwear - say Munsingwear." The
company boldly advertised claims that went
beyond comfort, saying, "Our silk plate will
prevent rheumatism and has cured many
cases." Without evidence to support such a
medical claim, this ad would not pass muster
with today's Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) or Federal Trade Commission (FTC).

After going public in 1923, Munsingwear
became the world's largest producer of
underwear under one trademark. A new fashion
designer started this same year, making it one
of the first apparel companies to establish a
design department. The fashion world was
changing. Union suits, Munsingwear's flagship
product, were nearly obsolete due to better
household heating. Not only that, but Flappers
were having a large influence on apparel and
fashion trends.

The company's Vassarette line (now a
registered trademark of Vanity Fair Brands)
was a strong contender in the lingerie market.
Advertisements for their popular Foundettes
were reminiscent of Spanx and other current

1945 ad for men's underwear.

brands of shapeware that promise to instantly shed pounds, or at least the
appearance of them, without the need for diet and exercise.

Some of Munsingwear's most edgy ads featured their popular styles of men's
underwear, including the patented "stretchy-seat" and exclusive "kangaroo"
horizontal fly designs. Susan Marks quotes advertising historian Bruce H. Joffe
saying, "Wink-wink went Munsingwear's ads through the 1940s, deliberately
cranking up the bawdy and risque with humorous headlines, dialogue, and
photos of men in close quarters cracking jokes about their naked cover-ups.
Half-dressed, bare-chested men taking liberties in these ads made asses out of
themselves - literally and figuratively
- in and out of their underwear." One
such ad featured two men wrestling on
the floor in their tighty-whities with the
headline "Let's get down to business."

In 1955, Munsingwear introduced
the Grand Slam knit golf shirt. It was
designed with golf performance in
mind, including a section of ribbed
fabric under the arm that was
referred to as an "action gusset."
About 20 years later it was thought
to be the world's best-selling golf
shirt. The penguin logo became a
fashion icon similar to the Lacoste
crocodile and the Ralph Lauren
polo player. Legends abound
as to the origin of Pete the
Penguin, and one story can be
found at www.originalpenguin.
com. Word on the street has it
that the penguin logo is a hot
commodity on today's retro-
chic scene.
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The End of an Era
Munsingwear kept most of their production in the
United States, and they struggled to survive in
the fast-moving, ever-evolving, off-shoring textile
industry. In 1981 they moved across town and
closed the doors of their historic manufacturing
plant in North Minneapolis; 400 employees lost
their jobs. Men's underwear was licensed to Fruit
of the Loom in 1991, the same year Munsingwear
filed Chapter 11 reorganization. In 1996, the
company changed its name to Premium Wear,
located in Minnetonka, and focused on the
special markets business. In the general market,
the Original Penguin and Munsingwear brands
are currently licensed by Perry Ellis International.

The old Munsingwear factory in North
Minneapolis was an epicenter for undergarment
fashion and design for nearly 100 years. That
tradition has been carried forward in a unique
way. The building was renovated in 1985 and
now houses International Market Square, a
conglomeration of more than 70 design-related
showrooms, galleries, studios, restaurants
and other amenities. It's the Upper Midwest's
largest home and commercial interior design
marketplace.

An Enduring Legacy
The Munsingwear name is indelibly stitched in
Minneapolis history. It all started with George
Munsing's itchless fabric invention. During the
heyday, the company achieved hard-earned
success by cleaning up working conditions,
focusing on product quality and comfort and
making edgy moves in the design and advertising
departments. Munsingwear's commitment to
quality is evidenced by the enduring nature of
some of the company's most popular brands.
Speaking of enduring quality, it would be
interesting to know how many vintage union
suits (last produced in 1969) are tucked away in
storage. Let the underwear treasure hunt begin.

Munsingwear Books & Exhibits
• In the Mood for Munsingwear: Minnesota's Claim to
Underwear Fame by Susan Marks
• Munsingwear and International Market Square:
Celebrating the Buildings' First One Hundred Years 1904-
2004 by Kathryn Strand Koutsky
• "Underwear: A Brief History" on view May 7 -
Sept 11 at the Minnesota History Museum
www.minnesotahistorycenter.org
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CHOOSE A PLAN
FOR YOUR FUTURE
It is easy to see why the excitement is building
around the development of Trillium Woods.
Among the many distinct advantages of living
at this new 62+ senior living community, one
stands apart - LifeCare™. It is unlike anything
in the area for 30 years. Future residents,
Brad and Audrey Johnson, say LifeCare is
reassuring.

Trillium Woods offers you more.
As part of Trillium Woods LifeCare program,
you will receive unlimited days of care in the
health center at essentially the same monthly
fee as the Trillium Woods residence you
occupy. This represents a significant savings
when compared with other communities and
health care options, and assures you and your
family that you will receive quality care for a
known cost.

Site and road work is underway and
construction is planned to begin this fall.

Call (763) 553-7600 today to learn more about pre-construction
pricing and choice residential opportunities.

A BEAUTIFUL NEW OUTLOOK

"For us, we know

LifeCare will

take care of any

needs we may have.t

in the future/'

WOODS
INFORMATION CENTER

33OO FERNBROOK LANE N., SUITE 225 • PLYMOUTH, MINNESOTA 55447
763.553.76OO • WWW.TRILLIUMWOODSLCS.COM

//^ A Life Care Services Community

SMALL EMPLOYERS: YOU COULD BE ELIGIBLE FORTHE HEALTH CARETAX CREDIT

Do you have less than 25 employees? Do you pay 50% of the health premium?
Are your average paid wages below $50,000?

WE CAN HELP.
Call us at 952.472.0094 or email robin@bctcorporation.com

BCT Corp. BENEFITS CONSULTING TPA

www.bctcorporation.com
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